Factors determining the deriving force of DNA formation: geometrical differences of base pairs, dehydration of bases, and the arginine assisting.
The mechanism of the fidelity synthesis of DNA associated with the process of dGTP combination to the DNA template was explored. The exclusion of water molecules from the hydrated DNA bases can amplify the energy difference between the correct and incorrect base pairs, but the effect of the water molecules on the Gibbs free energy of formation is dependent on the binding sites for the water molecules. The water detachment from the incoming dNTP is not the only factor but the first step for the successful replication of DNA. The second step is the selection of the DNA polymerase on the DNA base pair through the comparison between the correct DNA base and the incorrect DNA base. The bonding of the Arg668 with the incoming dNTP can enlarge the Gibbs free energies of formation of the base pairs, especially the correct base pairs, thus increasing the driving force of DNA formation. When the DNA base of the primer terminus is correct, the extension of the guanine and the adenine is quicker than that of the cytosine and the thymine because of the hydrogen bonding fork formation of Arg668 with the minor groove of the primer terminus and the ring oxygen of the deoxyribose moiety of the incoming dNTP. Because of the geometry differences of the incorrect base pairs with the correct base pairs, the effect from the DNA polymerase is smaller on the incorrect base pair than on the correct base pair, and the extension of a mispair is slower than that of a correct base pair. This decreases the extension rate of the base pair and thus allows proofreading exonuclease activity to excise the incorrect base pair. Arg668 cannot prevent the extension of the GT mispair, as well as the GC correct base pair, and GA and GG mispairs. This may be attributed to the small geometry difference between the GT base pair and the correct AT base pair.